Explore clinical
trial outcomes
Drug Explorer compares the
effectiveness of cancer treatments

Drug Explorer – Information for oncologists
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Better-informed therapy
decisions for your cancer patients

Compare the effectiveness
of cancer treatments

View key information
on clinical trial outcomes

With the number of targeted therapies
on the rise, extensive tumor sequencing
is increasingly applied in standard care.
However, identifying and interpreting
the relevant gene variants and their
meaning for treatment choice remains
challenging.

Drug Explorer enables physicians to
browse, search, and compare clinical trial
outcome measures, which are important
for evaluating the effectiveness of cancer
treatments.

MH Guide is a bioinformatics software
application that supports oncologists in
translating complex tumor profiles into
patient-centered clinical decisions in their
daily practice.
The MH Guide Report provides information
on therapy options based on the genetic
variants detected in the patient’s tumor.
Drug Explorer provides curated information
on outcomes from clinical studies for
potential therapy options. It is a RUO
(research use only) application that can be
accessed from the MH Guide user interface.

Outcomes and cohort data are available
in Drug Explorer for a growing
number of cancer entities:
•	Non-small-cell lung carcinomas
• Breast cancer
• Colorectal cancer
• Skin cancer
• Ovarian cancer
• Prostate cancer
•	Endometrial carcinomas
•	Pancreatic carcinomas
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How you can benefit
from Drug Explorer

Immediately improve the prioritization of treatment options and save considerable time
•	Get relevant insights into original
clinical trial data from a treatment-centric
perspective in a few clicks.

• 	View detailed drug information
including dosage, side effects, and
drug-drug interactions.

• 	Compare drug effectiveness within
and across different clinical trials and
drugs.

• Compare estimated therapy costs.

• 	Access all clinical studies including
publications that led to treatment
approval.

• 	Streamline drug selection for a single
patient, integrating up-to-date
evidence into your medical routine.
• 	Focus on treatments that target a
biomarker detected in your patient.

Questions? Please contact us on +49 6221 43851-180 or via CustomerCareAsia@molecularhealth.com

Filter, sort, and select favorites from clinical trials
Narrow down clinical trials for approved
therapy options based on:

Sort relevant trials based on outcomes
information:

• 	Disease
• 	Drug or combination treatment
• 	Biomarker
• 	Disease stage
• 	Treatment line
• 	Metastatic status

• 	Median overall survival (mOS)
• 	Median progression-free survival (mPFS)
• 	Overall response rate (ORR)

Set filters to focus the list
of treatments on trial arms
of interest

Comment icon is shown
if a comment was stored

Treatment column
Name of the trial arm
MeSH term for the disease
Biomarkers analyzed

Favorites star: Click to mark
a treatment as a favorite

Customize your Drug Explorer by
bookmarking important treatments
and add comments for your personal
notes.

Trial information and
response measurements

Source: Lists the clinical
trial ID and the year of the
most recent publication

Fig. 1 Overview: List of treatments for patients with non-small-cell lung carcinoma.
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Improve treatment decisions
Drug Explorer provides comprehensive information about treatments and associated trials
• 	Overall survival (OS), progression-free
survival (PFS), disease-free survival (DFS),
overall response rate (ORR), patient
response (complete response, partial
response, stable disease, etc.).
•	Interactive Kaplan-Meier plots: Compare
newly approved drugs with standard-ofcare treatments.

Key information on drugs
with a link to the AHFS CDI
web page

•	Cohort and trial information: Cancer
entity, age, sex, ethnicity, biomarker,
cohort size, disease stage, therapy
line, metastatic status, analysis type
(prospective or retrospective), median
follow-up, dosage, etc.
• 	Source information: Links to access clinical
trial registries, PubMed, or FDA drug labels.

Information on the original clinical trial
that led to the approval of the drug, with
links to the clinical trial source website
and associated publications

Type and save a comment
for your reference

Fig. 2 Overview: Detailed trial view, summarizes cohort and outcomes information of selected trial.

Questions? Please contact us on +49 6221 43851-180 or via CustomerCareAsia@molecularhealth.com

Kaplan-Meier plot, comparing
outcomes of the cohort

Detailed measurements
from the trial are shown

Access up-to-date information on selected drugs
Drug Explorer provides access to American Hospital Formulary Service (AHFS)
clinical information per drug:
•	Dosage and administration
•	Contraindications
•	Side effects
•	Drug-drug interactions
•	Pharmacokinetics

•	Drug class and therapy type information
•	Estimated annual therapy cost per patient
•	Brand name specific to country

Fig. 3 Overview: Detailed drug information.
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Contact us at Molecular Health

Learn how you can benefit from
Drug Explorer. Feel free to contact
us for further information.
Molecular Health GmbH
Kurfuersten-Anlage 21
69115 Heidelberg
Germany, Europe
Tel. +49 6221 43851-180
CustomerCareAsia@molecularhealth.com

We develop and offer innovative technologies
in the fields of in silico medicine and precision medicine
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on diagnoses and therapy options. We
support pharmaceutical and health organizations by optimizing clinical studies
in the development of promising active
ingredients and meaningful disease
models.

molecularhealth.com

MH-20-031-1

Our solutions enable the conversion
of large amounts of data into evidencebased, medically relevant results for
the actors in the healthcare sector.
Therewith, we provide molecular
pathologists, geneticists, physicians,
and patients with better information

